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Emor
The Dark Side of the Quest for Sanctity
On April 13th this year an outspoken
journalism student, Mashal Khan, was seized
from his dorm room by a mob that stripped and
beat him and then shot him dead. Khan had been
accused of offending Islam – a dangerous charge
in Pakistan, where perceived disrespect for that
religion can ignite violent anger. Over 1000
people have been accused under Pakistan’s
blasphemy laws in the last 30 years and over 65
people have been murdered after being accused
of blasphemy.
The primary Torah source dealing with the
laws of blasphemy appears in Vayikra (Leviticus)
at the very end of Parshat Emor:
(Vayikra 24:15-16) “And you shall speak to
the children of Israel saying, whoever curses his
God shall bear his sin. And he who blasphemes
the name of the Lord shall surely be put to death,
and all the congregation shall certainly stone him:
both the stranger and he that is born in the land,
when he blasphemes the name of the Lord, shall
be put to death.”
Rabbi Yitzchak Karo explains, in his
commentary Toldot Yitzchak, why the laws of
blasphemy are located here, following a series of
laws about the sanctity of the priesthood,
sacrifices, Shabbat and Holydays, and certain
ritual items in the Mishkan (Tabernacle). He
explains that the blasphemer comes and
“repudiates all – the offerer, the sacrifice, and the
very existence of God, by blaspheming, as if there
is no Law and Judge.”
In other words, the Torah first teaches us at
length about the significance of sanctity in
Israelite society and then presents us with the
blasphemer – the arch-desecrator of the sacred.
A society which concentrates on promoting the
quest for sanctity will necessarily express its
revulsion when that sanctity is desecrated. Such a

By Rabbi Joel Levy
society will certainly understand blasphemy as a
most extreme form of deviance. The Torah
reveals here the dark side of the quest for
sanctity.
Friends remembered Mashal Khan as an
inquisitive and pious Muslim intellectual. “He
dreamed of a system where everyone could
enjoy justice and equal rights. He was against
corruption and the corrupt political setup. I can’t
imagine him being against any religion,” said a
friend, Saddam Hussain. Khan’s father,
Muhammad Iqbal Khan, said his son was, by his
nature, out of sync with the traditional values of
Pakistan. “He was the kind of a person this
society can never tolerate,” he said. “You can call
him a revolutionary, reformist, humanist,
whatever, but he wasn’t a conservative person.
My son was a voice of the voiceless.”

Is it true that the stronger the emphasis on
piety and sanctity in a particular society, the
more likely that society will be to purge members
who challenge the sense of the sacred? As we
read the central chapters of the Chumash which
extol us to be holy and then go on to describe the
features of a community committed to holiness,
the biblical case of the blasphemer who is to be
stoned to death comes as a wake-up call.
If piety inevitably leads to this kind of acute,
purging violence, then many will choose to create
societies less committed to piety! Most liberal
Jewish individuals and communities do indeed
opt for a muted form of piety and its concomitant
inclusiveness and compassion. Is it impossible to
imagine religious communities that are Godfearing and pious and yet celebrate difference
and allow for dissent?
Rabbi Joel Levy is the rabbi of Kol Nefesh
Masorti Synagogue, and Rosh Yeshiva at the
Conservative Yeshiva, Jerusalem.

The Joy of Shul Music
By Chazan Jaclyn Chernett
The Masorti Movement prides itself on its
learning and commitment to Jewish
engagement and intensity. This year, the
Movement, together with EAJL, the European
Academy for Jewish Liturgy, is presenting a full
-day seminar devoted to singing and t’filah.
The seminar is open to people from all levels
of Jewish liturgy and from within or outside
the movement. EAJL’s stated main purpose is
to enable communities to sustain themselves.
This is done through training people in the
leadership of t’filah.
T’filah is known in English as prayer,
although I dislike the word prayer because it
has different implications from those of its
Hebrew counterpart. T’filah, from the verb
l’hit’palel, means to look inside oneself. It
relates to soul-searching. Our ‘prayer’ services
carry different aspect of engagement between
ourselves and the Almighty, the Unknown. It
can relate to praise and thanks and also to
bakashot which are pleas for all sorts of things
including peace, good health, return or
redemption, forgiveness, knowledge,
understanding, wellbeing, salvation, freedom
etc. What each of these contain is depth of
yearning.

How do we express yearning? We do it a
lot through the music that carries ancient and
modern texts on its wings. The emotions are
triggered through music. The Canadian
neuroscientist Daniel Levitin wrote “The story
of your brain on music is the story of an
exquisite orchestration of brain regions,
involving both the oldest and newest parts of
the brain, and regions as far apart as the
cerebellum in the back of your head and the
frontal lobes just behind your eyes”. As
Francis Crick (co-discoverer of DNA) said, your
brain on music is all about, connections.
When we daven (pray), we connect with
something outside of ourselves and yet deep
within. The person who leads us, the sh’liach
tzibur, has the task to not only keep us going in
time, but to enable us to enter our own t’filah.
With the dearth of professional Chazanim
these days, committed lay people have taken
on the privileged responsibility. What a
charged task! The job of the sh’liach tzibur
includes the difficult issue of ensuring that his
or her leadership is not a performance.
However, he or she is required to be able to
sing melodiously so that the davening
congregation is able to feel the t’filah and
engage with it and thus their own yearning.

Mazal Tov to Oliver Michaelson, Ruby Usiskin and Ruben Persey of New North London
Synagogue, Jessica San of New London Synagogue, and their families on the occasion of
their B’nei Mitzvah.
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The sh’liach tzibur has to have fluent and
correct Hebrew and deliver the t’filot with
intensity of meaning, without stumbling or
hesitating, with humility but with confidence so
that the people feel safe in their hands.
This is part of the teaching we will do on the
4th June, an exciting day dedicated to the music
of the shul.
We don’t do the yearning without the
learning! This year we will dedicate intensive 4part courses in:
1) Chazan Jason Green’s pop-up choir on
Friday night melodies. This is for people who
just love to sing their hearts out. You don’t have
to be a fluent Hebrew reader as transliterated
music will be provided. You will be singing what
you learned as the finale of the whole day.
2) Chazan Rebecca Blumenfeld’s class for
beginners and intermediate leaders’ of t’filah,
even those who have never led before, in Musaf
for Shabbat. This is a chance for beginners to
dip their toes in the water and for those who
already lead Musaf to access more in-depth
learning. If you learned from a CD or MP3
already and think you know it, you will be
surprised at how much more there is to learn.
3) Chazan Jalda Rebling’s (and my) class for
expert leaders of t’filah in the often glossedover sections of Malchuyot, Zichronot and
Shofarot on Rosh Hashana and other aspects of
Musaf for the Yamim Noraim. This is for people
who lead High Holy Days and want to gain more
in-depth learning. Also we will be working on
our ‘T’filah Lab’ experience in how to enable our
congregants to access their own t’filah. How do
we draw them into a k’hila k’dosha (holy
congregation)?
4) Chazan Paul Heller’s course in Torah
reading. For those who want to learn to leyn in
a day, Chazan Heller has a visual presentation to
ease learning. If you want to join the leyning

team in your shul, you don’t want to miss this.
Also we have two 2-part sessions where
5) Rabbi Carl Wolkin (from Chicago) will be
leading discussions on aspects of t’filah for
those who are curious to learn or find the
concept of prayer difficult.
6) Robert Davis will teach on finding your
voice, with techniques for those who want
some vocal coaching. You don’t have to strain
your voice in order to project it so it can be
heard. Robert is a highly intuitive coach who
understand the needs of each singer. Let us
know what music you would like to sing - (it can
be in any language).
What a feast! The building will be buzzing
with music and vibrancy. It is a unique seminar,
built in response to requests by our members.
Even if you don’t want to lead services you can
still come into sessions and learn as a
congregant. After all, if you want your
community to succeed you need good leaders
and also good followers.
Lunch and mid-morning and afternoon
refreshments will be provided.
Sign up via the website www.eajl.org or go
direct to http://bit.ly/eajljoy
Jaclyn Chernett is the Chazan of Kol Nefesh
Masorti Synagogue.
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